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'FECT OF CTAIN MA}HWACTURING HS 
ON THE PHYSICAL CHACTRIICS OF BY2T 

INTRUCT ION 

In 1956, the 2,200 creameries in the United States manufactured 

1.5 billion poimls of butter (27) . UxIesirable physical characteris- 

tics of butter reported by butter graders arì distributors include 

leakiness, crumbliness, stickiness, greasiness, excessive hardness 

arxl poor spreadability. Butter manufactured in different sections of 

the country and during different seasons of the year show these de- 

fects in varying degree. Butter manufactured during the summer in 

the mid-west may be too soft and greasy, while that butter made in 

the western states during fall and winter is often hard, crumbly, 

sticky, and frequently leaky. When butter is hard and crumbly it is 

difficult to spread smoothly on bread unless it is softened by 

warming. 

InvestigatIons (4, 7, 21, 31) have iziioated that changes in the 

composition of the inilkfat are responsible for the variation in the 

physical characteristics of butter. The composition of the niilkfat 

changes with the type of feed the cows are being fed, which varies 

with the season of the year. In the spring and summers when the cows 

are on pasture and succulent feed, a fat high in unsaturated and 

volatile fatty acids is produced. This fat is relatively soft and 

usually results in soft butter. On the other hand, during fall and 

winter months the feeding of dry feed causes the fat to be low in 

unsaturated and volatile fatty acids. The presence of this fat in 
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the cream is responsible for the undesirable physical characteristics 

of butter manufactured during, this period when the customary cream 

treatments and churning techniques are used. 

Inasmuch as the feeding practices for dairy cows cannot be 

materially changed because of economic reasons, it appears that the 

Immediate and practical solution to this problem lies in the modi- 

fication of the buttertuaking procedure. 

Samples of butter manufactured in the fall and winter months 

throughout the state of Oregon were examined by personnel of the 

Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station during the fall and winter of 

19%-57. It was found that the majority of the Oregon-made butter was 

leaky, crumbly, sticky, hard, and spread poorly at 48° F. 500 F. 

Recent investigations in Denmark (3, 18) have indicated that 

there Is a. possible solution to this problem. Research workers for a 

number of years have studied butter manufacturing methods during 

summer and winter with the purpose of developing butter with uniform 

physical characteristics throughout the year. 

The purpose of this investigation was to try to eliminate these 

undesirable physical characteristics of Oregon butter by using modi- 

fied manufacturing techniques. 
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REVIEW O!' LIT RATURE 

Desiraole aad Undesirable Physical Characteristics of Butter 

According to McDa1l (17, p.644) the physical characteristics 

of a sample of butter, the general appearance, and the spreading 

property supply first impression of the quality of the butter. The 

presence of a desirable flavor will not dislodge a bias against butter 

created by unattractive physical properties. 

Wi].ater (26) states that butter with desirable physical 

characteristics is waxy anxì possesses a smooth spreading property. 

It should be pliable, so it can be spread easily on bread and rolls 

without crumbling or sticking to the knife. The flavor aixi body ann 

texture shoulJ be as uniform as possible throughout the year. The 

butter should not be leaky. 

Butter with uixlesirable physical characteristics may have one 

or arj- cornbinatìon of the following defects: Excessive hardness, 

crumbliness, leakiness, stickiness, poor spreading property, greasi- 

ness, salviness, oiliness and xnealiness. 

Stein (24, p.18) descrIbed leakiness as the large brine droplets 

in the butter which shou]1 have been mors finely divided during the 

working process. He also pointed out that stickiness is the un- 

desirable condition encountered when butter sticks to the butter trier 

or knife being used to exandne the butter ath that crumbliness refers 

to the short-grainness of the butter. 
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Factors Affecting the Physical aiI Chemical Characteristics of il1d'at 

Dolby (7) has estimated that 80 per cent of the variation in the 

physical characteristics of butter is due to changes in the chemical 

composition of the milkfat Hunziker (li) has shown that, aside from 

the manufacturing method, the firmness of the butter is governed by 

the chemical composition of the btthterfat. Haglurzd, ,ode and Ulason 

() in their investigations of the consistency of Swedish butter have 

shown that the variations In the hardness of butter are related to 

variations in the iodine value of the fat and are, therefore, a 

result of the method of feeding. Richardson axx Abbott (21) have 

shown that a ration In which alfaLfa hay forms the sole diet is con- 

ducive to the production of a inulkfat in which the constituents 

having the higher solidifying temperatures aro increased and those 

of lower solidifying temperatures are decreased. The small increase 

in un.aturated fatty acids is more than counteractud by the decrease 

in lower saturated acids. They reported that the result is a much 

more strongly crystallizing fat at the temperatures employed in 

churning. 

Previous investigations (24, 30, 31) at the Oregon Agricultural 

Experiment Station have irIicated that the defects, crumbliness, 

stickiness and excessive hardness, are more common in Oregon butter 

manufactured in the allaita hay-producing areas during the fall and 

winter months. 1hen alfalfa hay was fed as the sole ration to cows, 

the fat of the milk was found to have a relativo1y high melting point 

ath a low content of the unsaturated and volatile fatty acids. 
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Crumbliness, stickiness, and excessive hardness were common in butter 

when the unsaturated and the volatile fatty acid content of the fat 

was low (31). Feed was found to be the most important factor con- 

trolling the chemical composition of the milkf at (11). 

According to Hunziker (11) the olein content of the milkfat is 

the most dominant factor in the determination of the firmness of 

butter, Generally speaking the softness of the butter increases or 

decreases as the per cent olein increases or decreases. At the be- 

ginning of the period of lactation the volatile acids were highest 

and the olein content lowest. As the period of lactation avanced 

the volatile acids decreased a the olein increased, 

('oulter and Combs (4) manufactured butter from cream obtained 

from milk produced by cows in advanced lactation. This butter did 

not exhibit undesirable physical characteristics more frequently 

than butter made from cream obtained. from milk produced by cows in 

other stages of lactation. 

Effect of Pasteurization on the Physical Characteristics of Milld'at 

The heat treatment involved in the pasteurization of cream for 

manufacture into butter melts the milkfat in the clusters of fat 

globules. This makes it possible to control the crysta1liat1on of 

niilkfat by proper cooling. This in turn influences the physical 

characteristics in the resultant butter (17, p.309). 

The method of cream pasteurization has an effect on the size 

axil distribution of fat globules in cream and butter, Dolby (6) has 



shown that Vacreator treatment of cream caused a considerable increase 

in the number of fat 1obu1es present a globules less than 2 microns 

axil a small increase in the number of fat globules present as 

globules over 10 microns in diameter. High-'.temperature short-time 

pasteurization using a plate pasteurizer, on the other hard, caused a 

slight decrease in the proportion of fat present as small globules 

ard a coniderahle increase in that present as large globules. He 

also reported that butter from high-temperature plate pasteurized 

cream contained numerous large fat globules ar1 fat aggregates, while 

butt.er from Vacreator-treabed cream contained few 1rge globules. 

Effect of Method of_CoolinCream_After Pasteurization on the Physical 
Characteristics of Eilkfat 

McDowell (17, p.374) stated that the fat in cream is suspended 

as very small globules in an aqueous medium which can be cooled below 

32° F. without solidifying. The cream has a relatively good heat- 

corIuctivity. A very rapid cooling of cream to below the melting 

point of the nrilkfat is thus possible without introducing mechanical 

difficulty due to the solidification of milkfat on the equipment. 

He stated further that the fat globules are ìrIividual particles so 

small that they cannot be stirred to iiuce crystallization. A 

greater amont of supercooling is therefore necessary to induce the 

desired degree of crystallization. The smallness of the milkf at 

globules and the good conductivity of the cream serum make it possible 

to inart this supercooling to the milkf at rapidly and completely. 
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cDwe11 also stated the type of cryti1izat1on obtdned in the fat 

globules has an important influence on the body of the butter. Rapid 

cooling of' ereal!i reeults in naa11 fat crystals in the globules and 

ConBequently hard butter, while elow cooling results in large fat 

crystals in the globules and relatively soft butter. Zaikovekit (33) 

reported that slow cooliric of inilkfat increased the eize of the fat 

orystal. 1apid and 910w cooling had no quantitative effect on the 

equilibrium between the liquid and eolid phaee. Rapid cooling of 

nilkTht caused the formation of a colloidial eystem of liquid and 

solid glycerides. A second cooling of the fat disturbed ite 

structure and lowered its hardness. This investigator reported that 

the disturbance in structure by repeated coolin, was more noted in a 

fat which was originally cooled slowly. The physical characteristics 

of butter depended on the process of cooling. 

Richardson and Abbott (21) proposed that to eliminate un- 

desirable physical characteristics in butter the cream should be 

rapidly cooled from a temperature at which the fat is liauid to 

proper churning temperature. he creen should be churned immediately 

after cooling. The fat at time of churning would thus be a more or 

less solidified homogenous mass with a decreased tendency to separate 

into liquid and crystalline portions. The resultant butter would thus 

possess that firmness, elasticity, and plasticity required for good 

spreading quality. 

Various investigations (4, 5, 8, 1) have indicated that butter 

from cream cooled slowly to the desired storage temperature was in- 

variably softer than that made from cream that was rapidly cooled. 



Long and intense cooling before churning also increased the hardness 

of the butter. Valentine and Sargent (2e) reported that the rate of 

cooling cream had more influence on the spre-dability of the resulting 

butter than the temperature to which the cream is cooled. 

The Influence of Degree of Solidification of the Fat in Cream on the 
Churning Time 

Rishoi ar Sharp (22) have shown that the adjustment of the 

physical state of the fat globule at low temperatire approaches 

completion in about four hours. This change, the adjustment of the 

physical state, is the important one which alters the surface pro- 

perties azil adsorption on the fat globules. The amount of solid and 

liquid fat present in cream varies according to the temperature of 

the cream arx the length of time the cream is hold at that temperature 

(12). l3runner arI Jack (2) reported the more fat that was present 

in a solid state the greater w&s the time required for churning. 

Their investigation also indicated that the churning time was not 

entirely dependent upon the actual degree of solidification in the 

fat but to a greater extent upon the distribution of the liquid and 

solid phases on the globular surfaces. 

The Effect of Churning on the Physical Characteristics of Milkfat 

King (16) summarized the conversion of cream to butter as 

follows: The fat in cooled cream at churning temperature is present 
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as clusters of globules, ar within each globule it is pirtly in 

liquid amI partly in solid form. Churning o± cream breaks up the 

clusters arI causes foam formation. The globules become concentrated 

to sorne extent in the film arouril the air bubbles in the foam aai are 

thus brought into close contact with one another. The movement of 

the globules over one another in the foam film ar1 the direct con- 

cussion between them causes a gradual wearing away of the emulsion- 

protecting surface layer of phospholipid-protein con1ex. The 

globules adhere to form larger and larger particles. Eventually 

these particles become visible as butter granules. The granules 

as they form enclose some of the air from the foam. The fat in 

the granules is still mainly in the globular form. The working of 

the butter causes the globules to move over one another. Some of 

them, uxrìer the effect of friction and pressure, yield up a portion 

of the liquid fat enmeshed in the crystalline fat. Other fat 

globules are broken up 1r the shearing and sliding effect of the 

working process. Finally there is enough free liquid fat present 

to enclose all the water droplets, the remaining ux1estroyed fat 
globules, and the air bubbles. The conversion of cream to butter 

is complete. 

King (15), by using the polarizing microscope, has shown that 

the birefringent* layer of the fat globules in butter is a spherical 

* birefringent - Having or characteried by the per of double re- 
fraction, which is said to be high or low according as the difference 
between the refractive indices is large or small. 
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layer-crystal built up f radially orientated rod-like molecu1e of 

the higher melting fat f'act one. Ths !!sho11cryta1?l possesses 

plastic properties and is possibly related to the rnesomorphic sub- 

stances (liquid crystals). Sometires ths layer-crystal may segregate 

into small needle crystals orientated tangentially to the globule 

surface, the fat molecules in these flat needles being orientated 

perpendicularly to the direction of the needle. 

He also showed that in cooled creai only a few fat globules with 

the birefrinent layer were found, even after keeping the crean at 

the cooling tenerature for a long time . If, however, an optimum 

pressure is exerted on the globules, the optca1ly active peripheral 

layer is formed, oring to the orientation of the molecules of the 

higher melting fats. This orientatton coincides with the squeezing 

out of some liquid fat from the globules (format ion of free fat) and 

the clumping of the globules. At higher pressures the l'at globules 

are destroyed. 

Effect of Vash .vater Temperature on the Physical Characteristics of 

But.ter 

The use of cold wash water in the washing of butter granules 

before working reduces the hardness of winter butter. This has been 

shown by several investigators (4, 5, 10, 21, 26, 30, 32). According 

to King's theory (33) oX butter structure, the hardness and con- 

sistency of butter are, to a large extent, influenced by theiount of 

and the properties of free fat that is present as cementing medium for 
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the fat 1obu1es and the water droplets In the butter. The free fat 

originates from the destroyed ft globules nd is squeezed out of fat 

globules during the working proces3. 

Danish Investigators (3) reported that due to the low working 

tenerature brought about by the chilling of the butter granules, it 

is chiefly the easy-melting fat fractions that are pressed out of 

the fat globules ath pass over into the free fat phase. There will 

be little fat crystallization taking place in this phase. Although 

the butter when removed from the churn is relative1 firm, it will 

not, after it bas "set", be as hard as butter that has been worked 

and removed at higher teneratures. Higher working temperatures 

cause additional groups of glycerides from fat pressed out of fat 

globules and from destroyed globules to become part of the fat 

phase. 

Effect of v1orking on the Physical Characteristics of Butter 

Stein (24., p.10) stated that the purpose of working butter is 

twofold : (1) To bring the butter granules together in a compact mass 

having a desirable body and characteristic texture, and (2) to in- 

corporate and uniformly distribute the brine in the form ol fine 

droplets. 

King (13) has shown that during the working process liquid fat 

is squeezed out of the fat globules to form the cementing medium 

necessary to enclose the ur.estroyed fat globules and the brine 



droplets. 

KIng (14) also showed thiit the amount of globular fat decreased 

to a certain value as the amount oi working increased. This decrease 

was brought about by a lowering in the number of fat globules which 

were destroyed or squeezed during working to form the liquid portion 

of the butter. 

Storgards (25) reported that the hardness of butter decreased 

during the working process arxi rose again on standing due to the 

release 01' the liquid phase during working and crystallization during 

storage. Dolby (5) stated that the hardness of butter, particularly 

after storage, was little affected by wide differences in the amount 

of working. 

Effect of Storage Time and Tenperaturo on the PhZsical Characteristics 
of Butter 

The results from earlier investigations at the Oregon Agri- 

cultural Experiment Station have suggested that, for the most 

desirable body and texture, butter should be stored below IO F. 

(30). Huebner and Thomsen (10) suggested that to maintain the 

desirable physical characteristics the butter should be stored 

promptly after printing at -6 F. 

Various invstigationz in Europe (6, 19, 32) have shown that 

the hardness of butter increased during storage. King (16) explains 

the hardening of butter during storage as the result of the manner 

of coolin the cream after pasteurization and the working 
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temperature. The "setting" or hardening of the finished butter is 

affected by the temperature of the butter. The hardness generally 

increases more quickly at higher temperatures and in most cases the 

hardest butter is obtained at a storage temperature of 55° F. 

Effect of Reworking Finished Butter on the Physical Characteristics 
of Butter 

The increase in hardness of finished butter during storage as 

reported by King (16) is caused r 1) thixotropic phenomena, 2) 

crystallization of super-cooled fat, ar1 3) recrystallization of the 

fat. Therefore, two kinds of fraraework seem to be established within 

the butter. Upon reworking these frameworks are broken down. The 

franwork due to thixotropic phenomena is broken dcm reversibly i.e. 

it spontaneously forms again and butter regains at least a part of 

its hardness. The framework built up in the course of crystallization 

of fat tends to give the butter a brittle, crumbly textuxe especially 

in the case of hard fat. On reworking the framework built i by 

crystallization is broken down almost irreversibly. The recovery 

in hardness is much less than in the first case. 

Huebner and Thomsen (lo) in their investigations of the hardness 

of butter showed that the reworking of the butter caused by the use 

of a mechanical screw-type printer reduced the hardness of wiritermade 

butter. They felt that this reworking action to a large extent broke 

the reticular structures that may have been formed and prevented 

the formation of crystalline structures as uriyie)1ing as the previous 

ones. 
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Manufacturing Methods Suggested by Previous Investigators for Overcning 
Undesirable Physic al Characteristics of [int er-made Butter 

To prevent body and texture defects of butter caused by the 

feeding of alfalfa hay, Richardson and Abbott (21) recommended a 

preheating treatment prior to churning consisting of heating the 

pasteurized, cooled cream held from one day Lo the next to a 

temperature of liOn F., holding it at this temperature for 15 

minutes, then cooling rapidly to a temperature of O F. to 100 F 

1ier than the usual churning tenperature before it is churned. The 

cream shouJii be churned without delay ar the churning, washing, az 

working or the butter done with dispatch. Vith normally firm butter 

the wash water should be from 3 F. to 40 F. below the temperature 

of the buttermilk, The finished butter should be hardened in a room 

at 500 F. They also recommended churning immediately after pasteuri- 

zation and cooling. The cream shoukl be cooled quickly to a temper- 

ature that would give a churning time of from 50 to 60 minutes. 

Coulter axiì. Combs (4) f our that the body ar texture defects 

of winter-made butter could be overcome by avoiding excessive cooling 

of the cream. A churning temperature should be chosen that would 

result in exhaustive churning in 40 to 50 minutes. They further 

recoiiuneiïled that granules of butter be washed with 4O to 500 F. 

wash water arxi the finished butter stored at 4O F. or below. 
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Earlier investirtions at the Oregon Agricultural Experiment 

Station (30, i) resulted in the development of the method 

for the manufacture of butter during the fall and winter months. The 

cresm to be made into butter should be cooled slowly after pasteuri- 

zation to 500 F, and held at this temperature overnight. The use of 

a churning temperature that will give butter granules in 40 to 50 

minutes was recommended. The granules of butter should be the size of 

small peas and should be washed thoroughly and chilled by means of 

water at a temperature not higher than 45° F. Worklncr of the butter 

should be commenced immediately after washin7. The finished butter 

should be stored at 1400 F. or lower. 

The Danish Dairy Experiment Station has, during the past twenty 

years, studied different methods of butter manufacture to try to find 

the most suitable method to use for the manufacture of winter butter 

( 3, 18). Several methods have been used in a number of experiments 

to determine the most satisfactory procedure. The method that re- 

suited in the most satisfactory body and texture and spreading 

property is: (a) Cool the cream after pasteurization to 46° F. and 

hold at that temperature for 2 hours, (b) warm the cream slowly with 

water in the jacket of the vat at 790 F. to 66° F., (e) maintain this 

temperature for 6 hours, (d) cool the cream to 610 F. and hold until 

the next morning. The temperature of the finished butter should be 

relatively low when it is removed from the churn. It was found in the 

investigations that the higher the temperature of the butter when re- 

moved from the churn during the winter, the harder was the butter 
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after short-time storage regardless of the temperature at which the 

hardness was measured. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A total of 47,000 pounds of butter has been made in 72 churn- 

ins during, this investigation. The first ten of these churnings 

were made for preliminary study. These ten churning,s were 

manufactured in August and September, 1956, and the other 62 were 

manufactured during the period from October, 1956, to February, 1958. 

In October, 1956, a project was initiated at the Experiment 

Station to study the value of a cream-temperature treatment for 

the manufacture of butter during fall and winter in improving the 

physical characteristics of butter. Since that period, ohurnings of 

butter have been made, alternately using the cream-temperature 

treatment and the usual method of manufacture. 

The churnings that were made using the cream-temperature 

treatment procedure will hereafter be referred to as the experi- 

mental churnings. Churnings that wore manufactured using the 

procedure that had been commonly used at the Experiment $tation will 

be called the control churnings. 

CREAR USED 

Cream for the experimental and control churnings was obtained 

from milk produced during the fall, winter and early spring months in 

the Willamette Valley. Nine of these churnings were made from 

gathered cream, the remaining 61 were from sweet cream. Two churn- 

ings were manufactured from cream obtained from milk produced in the 

alfalfa hay feeding region of Southern Oregon. 



The letter E following the churning number indicates the 

churning was experimental. The letter A following the churning 

number refers to control churnings. 

Cream was generally received and churned once a week. Usually 

only one method was used each week. On five occasions split 

churnings were made; a part of the cream was churned with the con- 

trol procedure, the remainder was churned, using the experimental 

procedure. 

a.pment Used 

Two vat pasteurizers, one 2500-pounds cream capacity and the 

other 5O-pounds, were used to pasteurize and temperature-treat the 

cream. These pasteurizers were of the spray-jacket type, the cream 

being heated or cooled by circulating hot or cold water in the 

jacket. The pasteurizers were equipped with indicating and record- 

ing thermometers They were also equipped with manual temperature 

controls for the treatment involved in the temperature-treating 

procedure 

A 1,000-pound butter capacity "Cherry-Burrell" wooden roll- 

)sø churn and a 400-pound "Vane" wooden roll-less churn were used 

to churn the cream. The smaller churn was used only when split 

churnings were made. The larger churn was equipped with two speeds; 

high speed, 30 revolutions per minute for churning, and low speed, 

16 revolutions per minute for working. The periphery of the barrel 

of this churn was 15 1/2 feet. The smaller churn had only one speed, 
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26 revolutions per minute. This speed was used for churning and 

working. The periphery of the barrel of the smaller churn was 10 2/3 

f eet, 

Cold storage rooms maintained at _100, 400 and 430 F. were used 

for storing and tempering the butter. 

A MLering screw-type butter printer was used to print the 

finished butter after it had 'set" or hardened about 48 hours at 

400 F 

CREAM TREATMENT 

Cream that was to be churned was pasteurized at 1550 F. and 

held at this temperature for 30 minutes. Creem for the control 

churnings was cooled immediately to 'i6° F. , or below, and held at 

that temperature overnight. If necessary, the creem was warmed to 

churning temperature the next morning arid was churned inediately. 

Cream to he used for the experimental churnins was cooled to 

460 F. immediately after pasteurization and held at that temperature 

for two hours. At the end of that time the cream was heated slowly, 

with water in the jacket of the vat at 79 F., to 66° F. One hour 

was usually required to warm the cream to 660 F. This temperature 

was maintained for six hours. The cream was then cooled to 610 F. 

and held overnight. The next morning the cream was cooled to churn- 

ing temperature and churned immediately. 

A churning temperature was used for both the control and the 

experimental churnings that would result in the formation of butter 
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granules approximately one-fourth inch in diameter after 4o to 50 

minutes of churning. A churning temperature 20 to 40 lower than that 

used for the control churnings was necessary for the experimental 

churnings. If the same temperature was used, large granules would 

form in 10 to 20 minutes. 

STANDARD CFIURNING PROCEDURE 

Churning procedures were the same for both the control and 

experimental churnings. Immediately after the buttermilk was drained 

off, the butter granules were rinsed with cold tap water to remove 

some of the buttermilk from the surface of the granules. 

vater for washing the butter granules was cooled in the 2500- 

pound capacity pasteurizer. i'ihen the investigation was first 

initiated, it was thought that two washes of short duration (one 

minute each) were necessary to chill the granules thoroughly. \'hen 

two batches of wash water iiere used, approximately 150 gallons were 

used in each, the churn was revolved for one minute at working speed 

for washing and the water was then drained off. 

As the investigation proceeded, it was shown that one wash of 

long duration (three to four minutes) chilled the granules thoroughly. 

en one washing was used, approximately 250 gallons of water were 

used. The churned was revolved three to four minutes at cht'rning 

speed. 

To remove excess water after the wash water was drained off, 

the churn was revolved at working speed with the door ajar for five 
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minutes. 2,2 per cent s1t, that had been tempered to the tempera- 

ture of the butter granules with cold water was added and the butter 

was worked until very little free moisture was apparent on the 

surface of the butter, A determination for moisture was made in 

order to determine if any make-up water was necessary. The make-up 

water was tempered to the temperature of the butter before it was 

added to the butter. The butter was then worked until there was no 

apparent moisture on the surface of the butter and the characteristic 

sheen of finished butter was observed. 

The butter was removed from the churn and placed in parchment- 

lined wire baskets. These were then placed in a 400 F. refrigerator 

for the butter to harden. 

VARIATIONS 

It was desired to study the affect of different wash water 

temperatures in both the experimental and control churnings. Thirty- 

seven churnings were made using two washings, one at 520 F., and the 

other at ¿40 F Ten churnings were made using 2° F. wash water and 

nine churnings were made using 450 F. to 520 F. water. In addition, 

26 churnings were made using wash water below 
J40 F 

Since the churns used had only one working speed, modifications 

in the working technique were lImited. Storgards (25) suggested that 

intermittent working with intervals during which crystallization 

could proceed would improve the physical characteristics of butter. 

Three churninca were made with 5-minute Intervals between 10-minute 
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working periods No improvement was noted when the butter was exemin- 

ed at 480 F. in the spreading property snd hardness. This modifi- 

cation was therefore not further investigated. 

A second modification that was investigated was allowing the 

unwashed butter granules to remain In the churn with the door closed 

three hours before the working process was started. Three churnings 

wore made using this modification. No benefit was observed from this 

modification and it was therefore not further investigated. 

SAMPLINt PROCEJRE 

Two pounds of butter were removed from the churn upon completion 

of the working procedure. These were molded into one-pound prints 

in a wooden mold and wrapped in parchment paper. They were placed 

immediately in refrigerated rooms maintained at - 100 and 40° F. where 

they were stored for two weeks. A six-ounce sample was also removed 

at this time for melting point and iodine number determinations. 

This sample was stored at O0 F. 

Two one-pound prints of butter were obtained after printing and 

wrapped in parchment paper. They were stored at - 100 and 1O F. for 

two weeks, The samples were tempered to 48° F. for 72 hours before 

being examined for physical characteristics. 

M2HODS OF EXAMINING PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Hardness 

A hardness tester siNilar to the one used by the Danish 
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investigators (18) was designed and constructed by Natioa1 Appliance 

Company, Portland, Oregon (See Figure 1) for hardness determinations. 

The tester consisted of a constant speed motor which forced a plunger 

4 cm2 down into the butter at a rate of 20 min. por minute. A scale 

placed below the plunger measured the hardness in kilograms. Hard- 

ness was determined in an insulated room maintained at 480 F. The 

butter was tempered for 72 hours in this room before hardness 

determinations were run. The force exerted by the plunger was 

measured at the end of 50 seconds. The plunger during this timo 

traveled a distance of 10 mm. Lip1icate determinations were run and 

the hardness was considered to be the average of the two. The 

majority of the duplicate determinations were identical. Hardness 

determinations were run on the one-pound prints removed from the 

churn and stored at .-10 and 4O and on the one-pound prints 

obtained after being printed and stored at -100 end 
4O 

F. 

Body, Texture, Spreadingrperty and Leakiness 

All of the samples procured at the churn and after printing were 

examined for body and texture and spreading property by G.H. ilster, 

H. P. 0. Nielsen and R. J, Stein of the Department of Food and 

Dairy Technology of the Oregon agricultural Experimental Station 

three weeks after the butter had been manufactured. The one-pound 

prints of butter were tempered to 48° F. for 72 hours before being 

examined. Each print was removed from the refrigerator and 

examined immediately for spreading property. The time the 

butter was out of the 480 F. refrigerator was to 5 minutes. A 



FIGURE 1 - Hardness Tester 

Plunger not engaged 
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stainless steel table knife was used to obtain a sample from each 

print of buttor The sample was placed on a wooden board and spread 

with the knife. The spreading property of the butter was noted and 

rated poor, fair, good. or excellent. Any body and texture defects 

such as crumbliness and stickiness were also noted at this time. 

Indicator paper developed by the Danish investigators (3, 18) 

and brought from Denmark by G. H. Wilater was used for the detection 

of leakiness. The yellow indicator paper was impreated with brom- 

phenol-blue and hydrochloric acid. A slice of butter was cut from a 

pound of butter and the paper placed. upon the cut side. The 

appearance on the paper of dark blue spots after one minute indicated 

the presence of free moisture. Using this method it was possible to 

estimate the per cent leakiness of the butter by the number of spots 

on the paper, Testing for leaidness was done at the same time the 

butter was examined for body and texture and spreading property. In 

addition, all the butter samples were examined visually for free 

moisture. 

Melting Point arid Iodine Absorption Number of the M,tlkfat 

Dry milkfat for the melting point and iodine number deter- 

minations was obtained by filtering the sample of butter obtained at 

the churn when at a temperature of 1100 F. To prevent oxidation of 

the fat at this temperature, the fat was filtered as rapidly as 

possible and cooled immediately after filtration to 4O F. 

The melting point of the milkfat was determined on the fat 
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from the butter in 51 of the churnings manufactured from October, 19% 

to September, 1957. Melting point determinations were made using the 

Wiley Method (1, p. 429). 

Iodine absorption numbers were run on the fat from the butter 

produced in 40 of the churnings made during the fall, winter and early 

spring. 'These values were obtained by using the Hanus Method (1, p. 

32). 

Keepin.alit 

To determine the effect of different storage temperatures on 

the physical characteristics and to determine if the temperature 

treatment involved in the experimental procedure increased bac- 

terial activity a keeping, quality test was run. One pound samples 

of butter frein control and experimental churnings were stored at 

iO .0 O 
'+0 , fO , and 70 r. fter seven and fourteen days of storage 

at the different temperatures, the samples were tempered to 
480 F. 

for 8 hours and examined for flavor, body and texture and spread- 

ing property. 

The samples were examined by G.M. Wilster, II.P.C. Nielsen and 

TT .. 

Bacteria Counts on the_Pasteurized_Cream 

Because of the higher storage temperatures for the pasteurized 

cream. involved in the temperature-treatment procedure, standard plate 

counts (17, p. 617) were run on the cream to detect any increase in 

bacterial population. Samples were taken for plating after the 

cream had been pasteurized, cooled and held at 
¿160 F. for two hours, 
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after holding: at 66° F. for six hours, and after holding at 61° F. 

for 12 hours. Plates were poured and incubated for 48 hours at 

90° F, Counts were made at the end of this time. Standard plate 

counts were run on nine of the experimental ohurnings. 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Preliminary 3tudy 
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A total of 66 one-pound prints of commercially-mede butter 

purchased in grocery stores in Oregon was examined at 480 F. for 

physical characteristics during the fall and winter of 1956-1957. 

Results of the examination are given in Table I. The majority of 

these samples were found to be hard, crumbly, leaky, sticky and to 

spread poorly. 

To determine the influence of the standard churning procedure 

on the physical characteristics of the resultant butter, ten churn- 

Inge were manufactured in the dairy products laboratory durin the 

late summer and early fall of 1956 using the standard procedure. 

Samples of butter were obtained from the ten churnings and examined 

at 480 F. for physical characteristics. Iesults of the examination 

of butter samples from the ten churnings are given in Table II. 

The butter from B of the 10 churnings possessed poor spreading 

property. It was hard, leaky, crumbly, and sticky. The butter from 

churninge i and 7 had fair spreading property, but they were hard, 

leaky, and sticky. 

The results of this preliminary study prompted the initiation of 

further study to determine the effect of a cream-temperature treat- 

nient on the physical characteristics of the butter, 



TABLE I 

P1rSICAL QHARAOTERIS'rICS OF COMMERCIAL BUTTER 
PURCHASED AND EXAÌ4INED FALL AND WINTER 19%..7 

DATE PHYSIOkL CHARACTERISTICS 
SAMPLE NO. - EXAMINED AT 48°F. 

1 7-26-56 Ftrii, crumbly, tough, atiaky 
2 7-26-6 Sticky, leaky, hard 
3 7-26-6 resy, ttoky, leaky 
4 7-26-56 Hard, crumbly, leaky 

7-26-56 Short gramad, crwbly, leaky 
6 7-26-% 3ticky, hard, leaky 
7 7m2656 Hard, sticky, crumbly 
8 7-26..56 Sticky, hard, crumbly 
9 7-26.i.56 Sticky, leaky 
lo 8..2-% Sticky, greaay, soft 
i i 8-2-56 Hard, crumbly 
i 2 8-2-56 Hard, leaky, sticky 
I 3 8-2..56 Hard, crumbly 
14 &.2-56 Firm, crumbly, sticky 
15 8.s.2.56 Very hard, crumbly 
16 6-2-56 Greasy, leaky, good spread. 
17 8-2-56 Hard, very crumbly 
18 8-2-56 Hard, leaky, sticky 
19 8-.2-56 Greasy, good spread. 
20 8-2-56 Crumbly, hard, leaky 
21 8-2-56 Very hard, brittle 
22 8-21-56 Very hard, crumbly 
23 8-21-56 Very crumbly, hard 
24 8-21-56 Sticky 
25 8-21-56 Soft1 good spread. 
26 8-21-% Crumbly, sticky 
27 8-21.56 Excellent spreadability 
28 8.21-56 Hard, waxy 
29 8-2l..56 Very hard, crumbly 
30 8.2l56 Very hard, crumbly 
31 8-2l-6 Hard, crumbly 
32 8-2l.56 Soft, excellent spread. 
3, 8-.21-% Leaky, good spread. 
34 Leaky, hard 
35 8-21-56 Leaky, hard 
36 8-21-56 Hard, crumbly, leaky 



DATE PHYSICAL 
SAÌ4PLE NO. AT O F - 

41 9-6-56 Very hard, Btioky 
42 9-6-% Very hard, very crumbly 
4 9.-6-56 H&rd, crumbly 
t4 9...6-% waxy 
4 9-6-56 Hard 
46 9-6-56 Soft, sticky 
47 9-6-% Very hard 
48 9-6-56 Soft, excellent spread. 
49 9-6-% Hard, waxy 
, 1O-56 Soft- greasy 
56 1O-i.-6 sticky 
7 1O-i-% Brittle, sticky 

58 1O-56 Leaky, hard, crumbly 
59 1O_14_% Hard, crumbly 
60 io--56 Hard, sticky 
61 io-% Hard, brittle, flaky 
62 10-4-56 Very hard, crumbly 
87 1 2-.'-% sticky, hard, crumbly 
88 12_13...56 Herd, crumbly, sticky 
89 1 2_t4..% Hard, sticky, crumbly 
90 12_14.56 Hard, sticky 
91 12-4-56 Very sticky, soft 
92 12-4-56 Leaky, hard, crumbly 
93 12-4-56 Hard, very crumbly 
94 12-4-56 Hard, sticky 

115 1-21-57 Hard, crumbly, sticky 
116 1-21-57 Hard, crumbly, sticky 
117 1-21-57 Hard, crumbly, sticky 
144 3...1_57 Hard, crumbly, sticky 
i4 3_1-57 Hard, crumbly, sticky 
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TABLE II 

CHARACTERISTICS OF BUTTER MADE IN PRELIMINARY STUDY 
WITH STANDARD CHURNING PROCEDURE 

WASH WATER HARDNESS SPREADING BODY AND 
CHURNING DATE TE}.ERATURE IN KgJ4om2 PROPERTY TEXTURE 

NO. MFG. OF AT J5OF AT 248°F. AT 48°F. 

i 8-1 -% 52 & 6 2.9 Fair Hard, leaky, sticky 
2 817-56 2 & 46 2.8 Poor Hard, crumbly 
3 822-56 52 & 46 2.8 Poor Hard, sticky 
1 8-24-56 52 & 46 2.9 Poor Hard, orumbly 

5 8-29-56 52 & 46 2.8 Poor Hard, crumbly 
6 8-1-% 52 & s6 2.9 Poor Hard, crumbly 
7 9-5-56 2 & 6 2.6 Fair Leaky, sticky 
8 912-56 2 & 46 2.8 Poor Brittle, stioky 

9 9-19-56 52 & ¡46 2.8 Poor Hard, crumbly, leaky 
10 919_% 52 & 46 2.8 Poor Hard, crumbly, leaky 
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Control Churnings 

.iring the course of this investigation, 30 churnings of butter 

were manufactured using the procedure that was ooaonly used in the 

dairy products laboratory. Hardness values and comments on the body 

and texture and spreading property for the butter in these 30 churn- 

inrs arc' 4ven in Table III. 

Butter from the 30 churnings, with one exception, possessed 

undesirable physical characteristics. Churning 43A, manufactured in 

the late spring, was the only one with a good spreading property. The 

use of wash water below 45° F. in 10 churnings did not appear to 

improve the physical characteristics of the butter. 

xp er Imental Churnings 

A total of 32 churnings of butter was made during this series 

of churnings using the cream-temperature treatment. esults from 

the examination of the butter made in these churnings are given in 

Table IJ. 

In general, the butter manufactured when the creaa-temperature 

treatment was used possessed superior physical characteristics to 

that made with the control procedure. Not a single experimented 

churning received a poor rating on spreading property. 0f the 52 

churnings, 14 resulted in butter with a good spreading property and 

12 resulted in butter with an excellent spreading property. Menu- 

facturing reports for the 12 churnings of butter possessing excellent 



TABLE LII 

CONThOL C1IURNING, WASH AThR 
H&RDNES PEND FIYSICAL CH1RACThRISTICS 

CHURNING DATh WASH 1ATER HARDESS SPREAOflJ; 

NC FQ 1EMPERATURII 0F IN Kg/14c1n2 PROP ERTY BODY AND ThXTURE 
PT 1t8°F AT ¿8°F sT L8°F 

12A 1O.48-6 2 & L6 2.8 Poor 
]j ii-i-56 2 & L6 2.7 Poor 
iSA 11-15-56 2 ¿6 2.6 Poor 
lA 12-6-6 2 & l.6 2.9 Poor 
20A 12-12-56 2 & iL6 2.8 Poor 
22Â 1-10-6 2 & 16 2.7 Fair 
2L/ 2-1-7 52 & 16 2.7 Fair 
26A 2-21-7 L7 2.7 Poor 
29A 3-i-7 2 2.9 Poor 

32A 3-28.-7 2 2.8 Poor 

3'. 14-11-7 52 2.9 Poor 

36A L-25-7 ;2 2.7 Poor 

39A $-9-7 52 2.9 Poor 

LOA -1O-7 4O 2.8 Fair 

11A S-16-7 )2 2.8 Pcor 

12A 5-23-S7 39 2.8 Fair 

L3A 2.7 Qcod 

i1iJ -31-7 39 2.8 Fair 
6-6-7 39 2.8 Pcor 
(_7_7 39 3.0 Poor 

17A 6-13-7 38 3.0 Poor 

L6A 6-27-7 38 2.9 Poor 

ticky 
:ticky, crwthly 
Hard, crumbly, 
Hard, crumbly, 
Hard, crumbly, 
S tic k:y 
Sticky, leaky 
Hard, crumbly, 
Hard, crumbly, 
Hard, crumbly, 
Leaky, sticky 
Hard, crumbly, 
Hard, crumbly, 
sticky, icaky 
Hard, e runibly, 

ticky, leaky 

3ticky 
stic Icy 
s tic Icy 

s Lic Icy 

sticky 
sticky 

sticky, lcaky 
brittle, sticky 

brittle, sticky 

Firsi, leaky 
brittle, hard, sticky 

Hard, crumbly, sticky 
Hard, brittle, sticky 
Hard, brittle, sticky 



CHIJFU4ING 

NO. 
DATE 

iFG. 
WASH 4ATER 

T1PtRATthOE °F 

RARDNTS5 
IN Kg/hcm2 
PT J8C F 

SP1EADING 
PROPERTY 
AT L8°F 

BODY AND ThXThRJ 
AT L8° F 

OA 8-22-7 16 2.9 Pcor Hard, crumbly, sticky 
53A 9-19-57 17 3.0 Poor Hard, cru bly, sticky 
5LA 9-26-57 L8 2.9 Poor Hard, crumbly, sticky 
56 10-18-57 16 2.8 Poor Hard, crumbly, sticky 
57A 10-21-57 t8 2.7 Poor Hard, crumbly, sticky 
61A 11 Lp.57 146 2e9 Poor liard, crumbly, sticky, leaky 
65A fl-11-57 146 2.9 Poor Crumbly, hard, leaky 
7OA 12-16-57 145 2.9 Poor Hard, crub1y, leaky 



ABLE IV 

XPERD1EITAL CHUtNINGS CREAM TEPE ATIJRE-TFtEAThD 
WASH TAT1R TEMPERATURES, HARDNESS, AND PHYSICAL CHÂ1tACTERL5TICS 

}LARDNESS 8PiEADJNG 

CHTJflW1NG DAT WASH IÍATR IN Kgjcr2 PROPERTY BCDY AND TXTt.RE 

NO. N1 . TEMPERATt1I °F AT 5°F AT 15°F AT 148°F - 
11E 10-fl--!;_6 52 & l6 2.6 rood f&cy, soft 

13E 1-2!-6 f2 & t6 2.6 ooct soft, sticky 

].;E 11- 8-6 2 & 16 2.6 3ood Sticky, leaky 

l?L; 11-29-6 2 & ¿6 2. Fair Finr, sticky 

19E 12-13-56 2 & b6 2.6 ucce1ient - 

21E l-lO-7 52 & 16 2.7 FaIr Sticky 

23 2- 2-7 52 & b6 2,6 Fair Sticky 

2E l-3l-7 2 & l6 2,3 Good - 

27E 2-2l-7 2 & 14 2.7 Good Iaky, sticky 
25E 2-28-f7 2 & 1..6 2.7 1air Sct, sticky 
3Oì! :3-Th-7 2 2.6 xcoUont Soft, sticky 

3lt; 3-2l-7 :;2 
2.1 Good cft, sticky 

33E h- 1-7 52 2.7 Fair Leaky, sticky 
3:;E L..l3-!7 2 2.8 Cood - 

37E h-2S-7 147 2.7 xcel1ent - 

3E t;-. 2-7 Ì35 & LO 2.7 xcei1ent - 

19E 8-l-S7 38 2.3 Excellent ;oft, waxy 

;1E 8-29-7 36 2. Ucod - 

)-i2-7 140 2.7 Excellent - 

iO-U-7 140 2. iiccolient :axy 

3E lO-2-7 142 2.( Good waxy 

9E 10-2$-S? 36 2.7 Good Waxy, si. leaky 

60E 11- 1-7 1414 2.6 Fair Waxy, leaky 



HARDNES' SPREADING 
CHURNING DATE WASH ATE iN Kg,1.crn2 PROPERTY BODY AND TEXTURE 

O. NFO. TEMPERATURE °F AT b8°F AT 14.801 AT b8°F 

62E ii- 3-7 bC 2.8 Good Iaky 
63E U-U-57 LL2 2.9 Good Hard 

U-1-57 bO 2.8 Good waxy., 1ea1r 
66E 11-22-57 bO 2.7 Excellent - 
67E 12- s-57 hO 2.7 Good 
68E 12- 9-57 hO 2.7 cce11ent - 
69E 12-13-57 2.8 cco11ent - 

7L. 2-10-55 1 2.7 EceUent - 
2-1l-5 2.7 oei1ent - 

o' 
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spreading property aro given in Tib1e i. 

It is postulated that storage of the cream at the temperatures 

and perïods of time used in the experimental procedure had an Influ- 

ence on the proportion of liquid fat present in the fat crystals. 

King (13) has stated that the hardness and consistency of butter is 

influenced by the amount of liquid fat present. 3runner and Jack 

(2) have shorn that the more fat there is in a solid state in the 

cream at the time of churning, the greater is the time required for 

churning and, conversely, the more fat there is present in the liquid 

state the shorter is the time required for churning. Their study 

further indicated that the churning time is not entirely dependent 

upon the actual decroe of solidification in the fat, but to a greater 

extent upon the distribution of the liquid and solid phases on the 

globular fat surfaces. 

It as stated in the experimental procedure that a churning 

temperature 30 to 40 F. lower then that used for the control churn- 

ings was necessary for the experimental churnings to prevent too 

rapid churning. It can be assumed from the churning teineratures 

that were used with the experimental churnings that a larger pro- 

portion of liquid fat was present in the cream at churning that was 

temperature-treated. This may be partly Illustrated by the split 

churnings that were made. Cream from the same source was used, a 

portion was used with the control procedure and the remainder was 

temperature-treated. In each case the temperature-treated cream 
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PABLE V 

SELECTED MA1mFACTURING REPORTS OF BUTTER 
WITH EXCELLENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CREAM TEMPERATURE-TREATED 

Churning Number 19E 30E 37E 53E 19E 2E 
Pasteurization Temp. Held 30 
Minutes °F, 155 15 15 15 155 155 
Length of time to cool in hr9. 2i: 2 1 1 2* 2 

Temp. After Cooling OI1 i4 14 46 146 16 6 
Temp. in Morning °F. 61 61 61 61 61 61 

Temp. when Churned °F. 48 47 47 $6 47 47 
Time Held Before Churning Hrs. 16 18 19 18 20 17 

Minutes of Churning 25 30 30 4O 25 20 
Size of Granules Inch 
Tash O J- 4 

45 
* 
45-40 

1 

Water Temp. 5216 52 38 O 
Temp. Butter After Washing O 51 53 50 44 42 42 
Mi.ns. working Before First 
Moisture 1O 25 23 15 30 70 

First Moisture 158 i4. 16 11.5 13.7 16.9 
Pounds Water Added 7.5 20 4.8 55 25 
Mins. Working After water Added 15 15 7 35 12 - 

Total Time of Working After 
Wash Water Drained 55 30 50 42 70 

Temp. &tter at end of orking 
°F. 59 60 56 52 53 48 

Temp. Butter When Removed 
From Churn 59 60 56 52 53 48 

Pounds Butter 573 681 649 911 714 733 
Per Cent Overrun 27.1 25.7 25.5 24,5 26.4 24.0 
Per Cent Fat in &tttermilk .48 .53 .45 .42 .58 .4o 
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TABLE V (CoNrINuED) 

Churning Number 55E 66E 68E 69E 71E 72E 

Pasteurization Temp. Held 30 

inute 0F. 155 155 157 157 155 156 

Length of time to coo]. in hrs. 2 2 2- a 1 2 

remp. After Cooling O, 4 4 4 42 46 

Temp. in Morning °F. 61 61 6o 61 61 6o 

Temp. Then Churned O 4 44 4 4 4 8 

Time Held Iefore Churning lIrs. 20 1 8 1 8 1 6 1 8 18 

Minutes of Churnings 30 45 35 43 80 35 
Size of Granules Inch 4 4 : 

Wash Water Temp. 0F. ¿o O IO O 41 44 

Temp. Thitter After washing °F. 42 44 44 43 42 45 

Mins. orking ßefore First 
Moisture 35 43 45 42 50 35 

First Moisture 13.7 15.5 14.9 15.2 14.2 13.7 

Founds Water Added 26.5 11,5 17.5 14. 23 30 

Mins. Working After iater Added 10 7 15 12 10 15 

Total Time of Wozking After 
/ash Water Drained 45 5e 6o 54 6e 5e 

Temp. Butter at End of !orking 

°F. 52 53 52 4 50 52 

Temp. Butter ihen Removed 
From Churn 52 53 52 54 50 52 

Pourds Butter 784 700 759 778 921 818 

Per Cent Overrun 24,0 24,7 2,8 26,2 24 24.2 

Per Cent Fat in Buttermilk .36 1k .45 34 34 28 



churncd in almost the same time but at a temperature 30 to 
40 

r. 

lower. This is shown in Table VI. The need for the lower churning 

temperature could be caused by the increased proportion of liouid fat 

present in the fat globules. 

TABLE VI 

SPLIT CHURNINGS, CHURNING TEERATURE AND TIME 

CHURNING DATE CHURNING CHURNING 
NO. MFG. T EMP °F - TIME (M 

19E 12-12-56 48 2 
20A 1212-% 2 55 
21E 1-10-57 48 
22A i -1 O-7 52 
26A 2-21-57 50 70 

2-2-7 47 55 
36A 4-5-57 50 35 
37 E 4-25-57 47 30 

At the start of this investigation, butter from a number of 

experimental churnings was criticized for stickiness. It was found 

that the use of wash water at a temperature below 40 F. not only 

aided in the prevention of this defect but also helped produce 

desirable physical characteristics in the butter. It is possible 

that the use of a churn with more than one working speed would aid 

in the prevention of stickiness. As the churns that were used in 

this investigation had only one working speed, it was impossible to 

investigate this possibility. 

Low-temperature water (below 
40 

F.) for washing the butter 

grsnules hs been shown by several investigators (4,5,10,21,26,30,32) 
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to have a beneficial effect on the body end texture of the butter. 

Of the butter in the 12 churnings that possessed an excellent phys- 

teal property previously referred to, only two were made using wash 

water above 
450 

F. Wash water temperatures in the other 10 ranged 

from 580 to 4O F 

According to Kins theory (13) of butter structure, the hard- 

ness of butter is influenced by the amount and properties of the free 

fat that is present as a cementing medium for fat globules and the 

water droplets of butter. This free fat originates from the 

destroyed fat globules and is squeezed out of the fat globules during 

the working process. 

It can be assumed, therefore, that by chilling the butter 

granules with the cold wash water the amount of free fat is at a 

minimum before working is commenced. It will therefore take longer 

to work out enough free fat to act as the cementing medium. The free 

fat released during this low-temperature working process is pressed 

out, not by a higher temperature, hut by the squeezing and breaking 

up of' the fat globules during the working process. Since the free, 

or liquid, fat is released by the working action and not by heat, the 

fat should remain free, or liquid, at the lower temperature (below 

500 F.). This could account partly for the greater softness and 

smoother spreading property of winter-made butter that had been 

washed with chilled water. 
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Thus the assumption mry be made that both the cream-temperature 

treatment and the use of low-tentperature wash water increased the 

amount of liquid or free fat present in the butter and materially 

affected the physical characteristics of the butter. Ct the two, the 

cream-temperature treatment was found to more effective while both to- 

gether were the most effective. 

Hardness 

Hardness values were obtained from the one-pound samples of 

butter taken from each churning. Measurements were made at 48° F. 

Eighteen control and i 8 experimental churnings were randomly selected 

and a statistical analysis was made on the hardness values. These 

values appear in Table VII. Statistical comparison was made on the 

effects ofs (A) control and experimental methods of manufacture and 

( B) printing the butter inmiediatoly after churning and printing with 

a screw-type printer after the butter had become firm.. Results of 

the analysis are presented in Table VIII. 

The analysis of variance indicated that the cream-temperature 

treakient resulted in a softer bodied butter than the control pr 

cedure. It also showed that printing with a screw-type printer 

after the butter had become firm lessened the hardness values of the 

butter. Since the interaction between treatnents and sampling time 

was not significant, this indicated that the difference between 

experimental and control churning methods is the same at both 

sampling times, 



TABLE VII 

HARDNESS VALUES OF BUTTER FROM CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
CHURNINGS SAMPLED AT VARIOUS TIMES 

HARIESS IN KgJkcm2 AT I8° F. 

43 

CHURNING OUT AFTER CHURNING OUT AFTER 
CHURN PRINTINC- NO, CHURN PRINTINc 

13E 2.3 2.6 14A 2.7 2.8 
17E 2.6 2.8 16A 2.7 2.6 
19E 2.8 2.6 18A 2.9 2.9 
23E 2.7 2.6 20A 2.8 2.8 
2E 2.9 2.6 22A 2.8 2.7 

27E 27 2,7 24A 3,0 2.7 
28E 2.7 2.7 26A 2.8 2.7 

30E 2.7 2.6 29A 2.9 2.9 
31E 2.8 2.7 32A 2.9 2.8 

3E 2.8 2.8 34A 2.9 2,9 

37E 2.8 2.7 36A 2.9 2.7 
51E 2.8 27 50A 2,9 2.9 

2E 2.7 2.7 53A 3.0 3.0 
E 2.8 2,6 54A 3.0 2.9 

9E 2.7 2.7 56A 2.8 2.9 
62E 2.8 2.8 57A 2.9 2.7 
63E 2.9 2.7 61A 2.9 2,8 
64E 2.8 2.8 6A 2.9 2.8 
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TABLE VIII 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HARDNESS VALUES 
FROM TABLE VII 

SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE VARIATION 

,f. SQUARES SQUARE F 

i 

Interaction between treatiten7t.e 
and mp1in tiznes i 0012 .0012 .16 

Among churnings within . 

treatments 
L-' - _p463L .0136 

Interaction between ssmpling 
tiznes and churnings within 
treatnerita 34 .2625 .0077 

** Significant st probability level .01 

Treatment means 
Experimental 
Control 

Sampling tizne means 
Out churn 1400 

After cut 1400 

* 2.71 01 
2.83 .019 

= 2.81 .015 
2.75 .015 
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In addition, throughout the period of this study, it was 

noticed by the persons who examined the butter f'or phy8ical 

characteristics, that the butter obtained after printing was 

consistently softer and spread easier than the butter that was 

sampled iiunediate1y after churning. This was also shown by the 

hardness values given in Table VII. The sampling time means 

illustrate this very well, Samples removed from the churn had 

an average hardness value of 2.81 whIle the samples obtained 

after printing had an average hardness value of 2.75. This Is in 

agreement with recent studies by Huebner and Thomsen (9, 10), 

Printing the butter with a screw-type printer tends to 

rework the butter. This reworking of the butter breaks up 

crystalline structures and prevents the formation of new 

structures as unyielding as the original ones. 

MeltingPoint and Iodine Values 

Melting point values obtained from dry mllkfat from 41 

churnings of butter manufactured during the period from October 

1956 to September 1957 are shown in Table IX. 

The values ranged from a low of 89.9° F. in April to a high 

of 95 F. in January. (See Figure 2). 

Iodine values of the milkfat from 38 churnings of butter 

appear In Table X. The iodine values varied from a high of 41.1O 

in April to a low of 29.65 in March. (See Figure 3). 



TABLE IX 

MELTING POINT OF MILXFAT FRO BUTTER IN 41 CHURNINGS 
OCTOBER, 1956 TO S1TEMBER, 1957 

UÑNG MELTING POINT 
NO. DATE 'G. - 

lic 10-11-56 91.04 
12A 10-18.-56 9.74 
1 E 1 0-25-56 93.92 
11+A 1- 1-56 93.74 
15E 11- 8-56 94.28 
16A 11_15...56 93.92 
17E 11-29-56 94.28 
18k 12- 6-56 94.10 
19E 12-12-56 94.28 
20k 12-12-56 94.82 
21E 1-10-57 95.0 
22A 110-57 94.92 
23A 2- 2-57 94.1 
24k 2- 2-57 94.1 
25E 1_3157 93.92 
26k 2-21-57 93.74 
27E 2..23-57 94.64 
28E 2-28-57 94.46 
29A 3- 7-57 93.74 
30E 3-1k-57 93.74 
31E 3.-21-57 93.92 
32k 3-28-57 92.2 
33E 4-. 4-57 89.96 

J4_11-57 92.66 
35E 4-18-57 92.12 
36A n-25-57 90.68 
37E 4-25-57 91.22 
38E 5- 2-57 92.12 
39,'. 5- 9-57 92.12 
140A 5-10-57 91.94 
141A 5-16-57 92.48 
42A 5-23-57 90.86 
43A 5-211_57 91.58 
44A 5-31-57 91.58 

6- 6-57 92,12 
116A 6- 7-57 92.84 
47A 6-13-57 92.84 
48A 6-27-57 91.94 
49E 8-15-57 92.12 
50A 8-22-57 92,48 
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bÏIURNING - MELING POINT - 
_J_o. n.krE 1FG. ________________ 

51F 8-29-57 92,30 
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TABLE X 

IODINE ABSO1?f ION NUiV3R OF MILKFAT 
FROM BUTTER IN 36 OFIURNINGS 

DATE IODINE ABSORPTION 
NO. MFG. NUMBER 

13E 10-25-56 33.3 
14A 11- 1-56 30.7 
15r 11- 8-56 29.9 

164 11_156 30.93 
17E 11-29-5e 30.30 
iBA 12- 6-5 30.75 
20A 12-12-56 30.30 
21E 1-10-57 51.70 

22A 1-10-57 32.35 
23E 2- 2-57 i.4 

24A 2- 157 i.4 

25E 131_57 30.1 

261 2_2157 30.2 

28E 2-28-57 31.18 

29A 3- 7.-57 32.20 

30E 31l-57 29.65 
31E 3-2157 33.9 
32A 3-28-57 29.98 

33 1_ J_57 37.34 

34A k..11-57 33.05 
35E 4..lß.-57 31.05 
36A 4-25-57 41.10 

37E 4-25-57 40.60 
38E 5- 2-57 37.50 

9-12-7 35.75 
55E 10-11-57 32.50 

% 10-18-57 29.50 
57k 10-21-57 27.30 
58E 10-25-57 29.58 

59E 10-28.-57 29.65 
61A 11_457 29.93 
62E 11- 8-57 30.6 

64E 11_1557 29.98 

66E 1122.-57 30.63 

67E 12-9- 57 30.80 

68E 12- 9-57 3c.50 
69E 12_13-57 27.80 

70A 12- 6-57 27.95 



FIGURE 3 IODINE ABSORPTION NUMBER OF MILKFAT FROM 24 CHURNINGS 

NOVEMBER) 956 TO MAY, 1957 
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lt wa possible to manufacture butter with desirib1e phyica1 

chracteritjcs when the ntelting point of the ft was high and the 

iodine value wa low usin', the cream-temperturc treathent. For 

example, butter from Churning 3O, the mi1kft of which had an iodine 

value of 29.65 and a melting point value of 9.7° F., indicating a 

relatively hard fat, as not criticized for any body nd texture de.- 

fect and had a smooth spreading property. Conversely, it was 

possible to manufacture butter with undesirable ph.yical characteris- 

tics using the control procedure when the iodine value end melting 

point value indicated relatively soft fat. The !uhlkfat in control 

Churning A had an iodine value of 41.4O and a melting point of 

90,60 F. which indicated relatively soft fat. Butter made from this 

mil1dat was criticized for being hard, crumbly, sticky axd exhibiting 

poor spreadability. 

Detection of Free IToisture 

Use of the yellow indicator paper for the detection of free 

moisture in butter was shown to be more accurate than visual 

observation. en samples of butter from control and experimental 

churnings were r:n1omly selected and exemined visually and with the 

indicator paper for free moisture. Results of the detection of free 

moisture with the indicator paper are shown in Figure 4. No free 

moisture was detected in ssmples 2, 7 and 8. A small amount was 

detected in samples 1, 3, 4, 5 and 10. Samples 6 and 9 wore 



Figure 4. Detection of free moisture in butter with yellow indicator paper. 
Dark spots on paper indicate free moisture. (See also, Table Ix) 

'JI 
rt.) 
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definitely leaky. A comparison of the two methods is given in Table 

XI. 

Storage Time and Temperature 

Butter was exemined for physical characteristics throughout this 

investigation when at a temperature of 48° F. Frevious investigators 

(9, 20, 23) used higher temperatures in their studies of the hardness 

and spreadability of butter. It was felt in the present study that 

43o F. was much nearer the temperature of butter when it is removed 

from a household refrigerator and used by consumers. It was further 

thought that if butter possessed desirable characteristics at this 

temperature it would be more readily accepted by consumers. 

It was stated in the Review of Literature that a storage 

temperature below O° p for the butter aided in the production of 

a softer-bodied butter and that higher storage temperatures tended 

to cause the butter to be firmer. This was shown by the data 

obtained in the keeping quality test which was made to determine the 

effects of' storage temperatures on the physical characteristics and 

flavor of the control and experimental butter. The data are given 

in Table CII. 

No change was noticed during the i 1.1-day storage period in the 

physical characteristics and flavor of the experimental butter at 

400 F, rin the first 7 days of storage at 48° F, no apparent 

change in the body and texture took place in the butter, but after 14 
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TABLE XI 

COMPARISON VISUAL DETEOTION OF FREE MOISTURE 
AND INDICATOR PÁPCR (sEE ALSO FIGURE 4) 

SAMPLE NO. 
FROM FIG. 4 

None Slight 
2 None None 
3 None Slight 
4 Slight Slight 
5 None Slight 
6 Definite Definite 
7 None None 
8 None None 
9 None Moderate 
lo Slight Slight 



TABLE XII 

KEEPING QUALITY TEST 
EXP'IMENTAL F UTTER 

INTO 3TCiAGE 7 DAYS 314 DATh 

STORAG1 FLAVOR PHYSICAL FLAVOR PHYSICAL FLAVOR PHYSICAL 
TEMP. SCOPE CILARACTI,RISTISS SCOPE CHARACT RISTICS SCOPE CIiAitACTLUSTICS 

2° F 93 Excellent 93 Excellent 92 Excellent 
¿8° F 93 Excellent 93 Excellent 12 Good 
6O F 73 Excellent 91 St1cl 91 Hard,brittle 

70 F 93 Excellent 89 Hard,brittle,crurnhly 88 Very hard,crurnbiy, 
brittle 

CONTROL }3U2TER 

LI'JTO TOtAGE 7 DAYS ]1 DAYS 

STORAGE FLAVOR PHYSICAL FLAVOR PHYSICAL FLtVCR P}IYSICAL 

Th1e SCOPE CIIARACTCRISTICS SCOPE CHARACT.:Rí5TICS SCO E CF1AACThRISTiCS 

¿42° F 93 Hard,crumbly,sticky 92 Hard,crurrtbly,sticky 92 Hard,crwthly,sticky 
L8° F 93 Hrd,cruibly,sticky 92 Hard,cr.unbly,sticky 92 Hard,cruL1y,stIc1cy 
60° F 93 Brittle, stic1r 91 Hard,crnb1y,ticky 89 Hard,crumbly,sticky 
70° F 93 Nard,crumbly,sticky 89 }lard,cruirthly,sticky 87 Very hard,brittle, 

- very e rumbly 



days at this temperature the butter became firmer. Changes in the 

pliysical characteristics of the butter stored at 60° and 700 , were 

very noticeable after 7 days storage. kfter 14 days at 600 and 7Q0 

F. the butter had lost its smooth spreading property when examined 

at 480 F. and was very hard, brittle and very crumbly. The change 

in the body and texture of butter stored at high temperatures was 

probably caused by the release of the fat fraotions that are liquid 

at that temperature and upon cooling, the crystallization of these 

liquid fractions gave a structure more unyielding than the previous 

one. 

Storage temperature effects were similar for the butter from 

the control churnings. At 60° and 70° the poor physical properties 

becsme more pronounced when the butter was examined at 48° 

Changes in Vie flavor score of butter from both methods of manu- 

facture were identical, 



Sample C stored at 70°F Sample D stored at -10°F 

Figure 5. ffeot of high storage temperatures. Samples examined at 48°F. 



ihe effect of high storaze temperatures on phycical properties 

of butter is illustrated in ire 5. Two pounds of butter from. an 

experimental churning, were used. Both samples were stored at .1O0 F. 

for 2 nonths. Sample C was then warmed to 700 and held at that 

temperature for 36 hours. ample D remained at _100 k, Both 

samples were then tempered to 80 for 48 hours and examined for 

physical characteristics at that temperature. sample C was very 

hard, sliced easily, but was difficult to spread as it was brittle 

and tended to cruible auie easily. Sample D was soft and waxy and 

spread smoothly. 

To determine the effects of lon-time storage at -ïO F. on 

the physical characteristics of the control and experimental butter, 

seven samples of butter from control churnings and ten samples of 

butter from experimental churnings were re-examined when at 480 F. 

after varying storace periods at -10° F. Results of the original 

examination and the re-examination are given in Table XIII. 

Very little chane was noted in the physical characteristics of 

both the experimental butter md the control butter during storage 

at _100 F. It was significant that the excellent spreading property 

of the butter from the experimental churnings was not lost during low- 

temperature storage period. 

T.. Fallihee, Federal Lutter Grader and Lyle . Hammark, 

creamery operator, examined samples of butter from 20 churnings at 

48° F. for physical properties. They commented that the butter made 
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with the experimental method was superior in spreading property to 

that manufactured by the usual procedure. 



PHYSICIL CHARACTERISTiCS OF CONTROL iUfl) XPRIMENTAL BUTTER 
AFTER STORAGE AT .].Oo F. 

P11!SICAL D4E soa]D PHYSICAL 
CHuRNING DATE CHARACTERISTICS .400 F DATE CHARA.CTRIS?ICS 

fi? F iCNTU5 £-XJWDThD AT 18° F 

S3A ).19-7 Hard, crumbly-, 3tIc:y 7 
bA 9-26-7 Hard, cruibiy, íticky 7 3-27-sa 

;6A 1O-35-7 Herd, cruithly, sticky 6 3-27-8 
5?A 1O-21-7 Hard, crtb1y, sticky 6 3-27-8 
6].A 1I. Hard, crumbly, sticky 3.2756 
6;A II- 8-7 iiak:y, hard, cru.iibly 3-27-8 
10h 12-16-7 Hard,1eaky,crbiy,sticky t 3m278 
58A 1O-'.$-S7 gocd spreadability 6 
$)E 1O-28-7 daxy, good spreadability 6 3-278 
60E ?1 1-57 &cft, good readabiIity 3.m27.m8 

62E ii- 8-7 Waxy, cft,exce1. sread. 3-27-.8 
66 U-22-57 Waxy, excel. &read. 5 3-2148 
67E 12- 7-7 Soft, good preadability 1 3-2748 
68E 12- 947 Waxy, excel. spread. ¿. 3-2743 
69E 12-1347 War, excel. 3pread. 3-2743 
71E 2-1048 Soi t,wacy, excel.spread. 2 3-27-58 

72E 2-1148 Soft, waxy,excel.spread. 2 3-27-58 

Hard, crumbly, sUcky 
1{ird, crubiy, sticky 
Hard, crurthly, sticky 
Hard, crub1y, sticky 
Hard, crib1y, sticky 
L&)aky, hard, crumbly 
Hard, loalçy, o rimbiy, sticky 
51. leaky, gocd spread. 

xy, good spreadability 
1axy, good spreadahility 
axy, excel. spread. 

Pleasantly pliable 
Good spreadability 
Soft, smooth, excei.spread. 
Smooth, excel. spread. 

ooth,waxy, ft,exee1. 
spread. 

&iooth,waxy, soft,excel. 
spread. 

[öl 



- Churning 72E B Churning 70A 
Manufetured 2/11/58 Manufactured 12/18/57 

Figure 6. Samples of butter manufactured with experimental and control 
procedures. Examined at 48°F. 
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Figuro 6 illustrates the difference in physical characteristics 

obtained when the two manufacturing procedures were used. Sample A 

was from experimental churning 72E made in February, 1978. The 

butter was waxy, smooth, and spread easily at 480 F. Sample B was 

from control Churning 70A, made in December, 1957. This butter was 

hard, crumbly and spread poorly. 

Standard plate counts on the pasteurized cream involved in the 

cream-temperature treatment are given in Table XIV. The counts on 

the cream showed a slight increase in bacterial numbers. No effect 

was noted on the keeping quality of the experimental butter due to 

this slight increase in the number of bacteria. This was shown in 

Table XII. 

During the entire period of this study fat tests were made on 

the buttermilk from each churning. The n-hutyl alcohol Babcock 

procedure was used (16, p. 87). No difference in the average fat 

loss between the experimental and control churnings was noted. 
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TABLE XIV 

TOTAL BACTERI COUNTS ON PASTEURIZED CREAM 
EXPERIMENT AL Cl-TURNINGS 

CMURNtN 

1 

SA!1PLING TIMES 

-d- F 
-NOCOTI rE Mi. 

c_ 2 

OF CREAM 
C- 

35E -30 -3000 3000 
38 -30 -3000 -3000 
60E -30 -3000 -3000 
62E -30 -3000 -3000 
63E -30 -3000 -3000 
64 -30 -3000 -3000 
67E -30 -3000 3000 
68E -30 -3000 3000 
69E -30 -3000 3000 

Sampling times: 

C-1 - Cream after pasteurization cooled to 46° F. and hold for 
2 høurs. 

C-2 - Cream after holding at 66° F. for 6 hours. 
C-3 - Cream after holding at 61° F. for 12 hours. 
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SUMMARY 

Commercial samp1e of butter obtained from grocery stores in 

Oregon, and anip1es of butter from ten churnings of butter ranu- 

íctured in the dairy producta laboratory using the uua1 ariufactur- 

Ing procedure were exaniined for physical oharacteristic8 during the 

fall and winter of 1956-1957. The majority of theae arnple when 

examined at 480 F. were found to be hard, crumbly, sticky, leaky and 

generally spread poorly. 

Results of a preliminary investigation prompted the initiation 

of a study to investigate the effects of mariufacthring methods ori 

the physical characteristics of butter. Two methods were investi- 

gated, one, the control procedure, was essentially the method 

commonly used to ianufacture buttr in Oregon. The other method was 

a cream-temperature treatment which consisted. of (i 
) cooling the 

cream after pasteurization to 46 nd holding at that temperature 

for two hours, (2) warming the cream slowly with water in the jacket 

of the vat at 79° F, to 66° F. and holding at that temperature for 6 

hours, and (3) cooling the cream to 61° F. and holding without 

further treatment overnight. 

Samples of butter were obtained from each of 72 churnings made 

and critically examined when at a temperature of 
480 

F. for physical 

characteristics, Hardnese values were determined by means of a 

specially constructed hardness tester. fects of chilled wash water, 



storge temperature oÍ the finished butter and printing with a screw- 

type printer on the physical characteristics of the butter were 

studied. 

These exai,iinations showed that the creri-te-mperature treatment 

resulted in butter that was relatively soft, waxy and spread smoothly 

when exanined at 480 F. The butter made in accordance with the 

control procedure was generally hard, crumbly, sticky, and spread 

poorly. 

The use of cold wash water for the chilling, of the butter 

granules before working had a desirable effect on the body and texture 

a2' the butter manufactured. Printing of the butter after it had be- 

come firm with a screw-type printer lessened the hardness arid 

slightly improved the preading proparty. 

Storage of the finished yuttor at '. retained the 

excellent physical characteristics of the butter made in accordance 

with the experimental procedure. Storage temperatures above 4O° F. 

causod ari increase La the hardnes of the butter; the greatest 

increase occurred when the butter was stored at 70° for several 

days and subsequeitly cooled to a lower emperature. 



CONC L(.k3 IONS 

1. Physical characteristics of butter made during fall and winter in 

Western Oregon were improved materially by using a modified manulac- 

turing technique. 

2. The cream-temperature treatment used in the experimental churnings 

resulted in butter that was relatively soft, waxy and smooth spreading. 

Butter manufactured with the control procedure was generally hard, 

crumbly, sticky and spread poorly. 

3. It was possible to manufacture butter with the experimental 

nethod that was relatively soft, waxy and smooth spreading when 

the melting point of the milkfat was high and the iodine value low. 

4. It was possible to manufacture butter that was hard, crumbly, 

sticky and had a poor spreading property with the control procedure 

when the melting point of the inilkfat was low and the iodine value 

was high. 

5. Use of wash water below 45° F. aided in obtaining butter that 

had a desirable body ami texture. 

6. Printing oÍ the butter with a screw-type printer after the butter 

was hardened lessened the hardness values and slightly improved the 

spreading property. 

7. The smooth spreading property of the butter from the cream that 

was temperature-treated was not lost during storage at -10° F. even 

when it was stored at this tenerature for several months. 



8, Changes in the flavor score of both the experimental nd control 

butter were similar during storage of the butter at various tempera- 

tures. 

9. The use of the oreum-temperature treatment in connection with the 

mmufacture of butter in commercial butter manufacturing plants could 

easily be adopted either with or without automation. This method 

involves a slight departure from the usual procedure but it could be 

adopted quite readily. It should be pointed out, however, that if 

full benefit is to be derived from this treatment, expert workmanship 

and attention to details on the part of the buttermaker is absolutely 

necessary. 
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